The main purpose of any facility location is to select the optimal places that satisfy project's goals. In location problems, the object is usually to optimize a function -objective function -that defines the problem conditions and efficient decision parameters. Numerous methods are proposed to challenge the location facility issues. In this paper, we consider a class of location/allocation problem that can assume more realistic conditions in real-life applications. This problem is an extension to the well-known capacitated multi source Weber problem. A new method that uses two genetic algorithms is used to solve the problem efficiently. The first, External GA, solves the location problem while the second, Internal GA, solves the allocation problem. A case study was designed to assess the feasibility of the proposed solution. The results indicate that the new approach is optimal, efficient and successful.
Introduction
Facility location is a branch of operations research concerning optimal placement of facilities. In a simple facility location problem a single facility is to be placed, subject to the minimization of the sum of distances from a given set of sites. More complex problems considers the placement of multiple facilities, constraints on the locations of numerous facilities, and various complex optimization criteria. 1 Recent decades witness huge improvements in computational research and information technology and as such, the application of Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) in facility location is increased exponentially. 2 Spatial scientists are continuously working on mathematical modeling and solution of problems concerning the placement of facilities to minimize transportation costs, prevent placing hazardous materials near housing, outrun competitors' facilities, etc. Bischoff et al. 3 formulated several objective functions in location problems. In the given formulation, all input values such as demand rate, distances and time of service transition are considered as fixed parameters, and then outputs are estimated as decision variables in one point of time. 4 Location/Allocation (LA) problem is a class of facility location that has been studied for half a century because of its widely practical application backgrounds. The systematic study on location problem formally began by Weber in 1909 who considered how to position a single warehouse to minimize total distance between it and several customers. 5 Location theory and its basic problems such as static and deterministic problems have been formulated since the mid 1960s. 6 LA problem was studied in more detail in Ref. 7 and Ref. 8 . Also in Ref. 9 and Ref. 10 , you can see many models in this case.
Some of the problems require more than one facility centers to be located. Thus, multisource Weber problem (MSWP) is constructed. 11 The multisource Weber problem is defined as locating simultaneously m facilities in the Euclidean plane in order to minimize the total transportation cost for satisfying the demand of n users, each supplied from its closest facility.
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To solve such NP-hard (nondeterministic polynomialtime hard) problem, numerous methods have been proposed. 13 Some of the solutions try to estimate local optimal or near optimal solutions of large problem instances. The main purpose of this paper is to present a method for solving the problem of Capacitated MSWP (CMSWP) class. We assumed new facility centers are to be located while considering existing centers. The proposed method uses two genetic algorithms in such a manner that one algorithm works inside another one. An external genetic algorithm chooses the locations for new facilities in each selection iteration, and an internal genetic algorithm determines the best allocation according to the newly chosen facility locations and existing facilities together. Finally, the result of these two genetic algorithms shows the best location and the best allocation for the entire region considering all new and existing facilities. In our approach, allocation varies based on the changes of locating new facilities. Therefore, optimum places constraining to the distances from customers as well as the newly introduced facilities are generated. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the problem is formulated. Section 3 explains GA elements and the design of a powerful intelligent algorithm that includes two genetic algorithms. The results of a simulation are presented in section 4. Finally, we present concluding remarks in section 5.
Problem Formulation
In this study, we deal with a problem where we are given a set of customers, located at n fixed points, with their respective demands. There are already K existing facilities in the region. We are required to locate P new facilities that these P+K facilities serve all customers. Also we want to find the allocation of customers to the P+K facilities while considering the capacity of each facility. The objective is to minimize the sum of the weighted Euclidean distances. There are R potential facility sites that we have to choose from them. Choosing the best locations for establishing new schools can exemplify our problem. In such cases we can compose the close demand nodes and reach the demand district with the greater weight. We can do it, because usually neighbor pupils go to the same school.
To simplify the problem, we present solutions by some cells on a grid. In this problem, we use a regular tessellation of squared cells. The number of row and column is used to identify each cell location. Each cell has a demand weight according to the sum of the respective demand of customers referring to it. For mathematical formulation of this problem, we added some terms to existing formulation of uncapacitated problem to cover the capacities. Therefore, decision variables defined as:
In the above equations i is the index of a demand point, j is the index of a potential facility site and k is the index of existing facility site. Accordingly, the problem can be formulated as (1) to (6) . (1) ) (
Where h i is the demand at nod i, d ij expresses the distance between demand node i and the potential facility site j and d' ik expresses the distance between demand node i and the existing facility k. p is the number of facilities to be located. a j is the capacity of facility j and a k is the capacity of existing facility k. As it can be seen in the above formula, the objective function (1) minimizes the total demand-weighted distance between facility centers and demand nodes. The constraints (2) control that exactly p new facilities be located. Eq. (3) ensures that all demands refer to centers. The family constraint (4) for new facilities allows assignment to sites which facilities have been located. Constraints (5) and (6) ensure that the capacity constraints of the facilities are not exceeded. The family constraints (7) to (9) are binary requirements for the problem variables. Considering the above nine formulas together, the approach leads to answer an optimization problem in which equation (1) is minimized while it satisfies constraints (2) to (9).
The Proposed Method for LocationAllocation Problem
In the proposed method, we use regular squares to divide the entire region into equal cells. Customers, facilities and potential facility places are defined through cells. Each cell has its own weight with respect to its costumer's demands. In resent years, much attention is given to heuristic and search techniques. Genetic algorithms are also known as efficient heuristic and search techniques.
. 25 Our proposed solution is mainly based on genetic algorithm. A GA search has the following advantages over traditional search methods: (i) GAs directly work with a coding of the parameter set; (ii) search is carried out from a population of points instead of a single one as in the case of the local search or simulated annealing algorithm; (iii) pay-off information is used instead of derivatives or auxiliary knowledge; and (iv) probabilistic transition rules are used instead of deterministic ones. 24 GAs have been successfully applied to a diverse set of optimization problems. 26 Our solution uses two genetic algorithms. One GA to solve the location problem that works as external algorithm. The other one solves allocation problem that works as internal genetic algorithm. Using such a method, we estimate the best location for new facilities, and the best allocation to all existing and new facilities.
A review of GA
This section is devoted to review the notation and concept of genetic algorithm (for more details see Ref. 27 ) that has been exercised in our methodology ( Figure  1 ).
Initialization:
The first "Parents" chromosome pool should be generated by randomly creating several sets of facility centers coordination such that all sets of the facility centers totally satisfy all the constraints. Each set of coordination setting is packed into a chromosome. The key variable in the GA is the chromosome. Evaluation:
The OF (Objective Function) value which is shown in the flowchart and was described in section 2, is calculated to evaluate the effectiveness of the grading. The smaller the evaluated objective value is, the better the chromosome becomes.
Selection: According to the calculated OF's values of "Parents" at each generation, some parents are more distinct than the others. Based on a concept called elitism, those parents who have more optimal OF values in the "Parents" chromosome pool, should be granted more opportunities to survive, so that they can generate more offsprings. The roulette wheel selection is used with this enhanced selection list. Reproduction and mutation:
The reproduction is responsible for producing offsprings by crossover and mutation operators. Checking and evaluating of new offsprings is required to form the "Children" chromosome pool. The offsprings may be improved by making some favorable changes in crossovers and mutations. Mutation sometimes introduces new genetic material into a heterogeneous population; it may however introduce fault chromosomes. The probability of permutation should not be overemphasized. Moreover, all the mutated offsprings must be tested for constraint satisfaction and those that failed are eliminated. Chromosome selection for next Generation: It is common in optimization methods to find that the OF value is extremely sensitive to one parameter, whilst large changes are still needed in another parameter. GA is not an exception. To deal with such inequities, the pre-scaling technique is employed. The OF value of each chromosome of the "Parents" will be converted to a raw fitness, and then to a scaled fitness and finally to the expected frequency of selection as a parent. Termination: The process will be terminated after a fixed number of generations. Due to the fact that improvement may not appear quickly, more generations are preferable. This will improve the chromosome pool and will prepare better genetic materials for future generations. The required number of generations varies from one system to another. It depends on the system complexity and the population size.
Adoption of GA
This section presents the elements of each genetic algorithm that is used in the proposed methodology and indicates how to combine the GAs to obtain the best solution. 
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Internal GA
Internal GA is the one that is applied to allocate demand cells with respect to their weights to P+K facilities, where P is the number of new facilities and K is the number of existing facilities. Each chromosome consists of S genes, where S is the number of cells. Assuming the whole region is covered by r rows and c columns, then S=r*c. Existing facility centers are coded from 1 to K and new facility centers are coded from K+1 to K+P. The genes of each chromosome can take one integer number from 1 to P+k. This integer number indicates a facility center that the demand cell is allocated to (Fig.  2) . Therefore, all demand cells refer to facility centers. In this GA we assumed that the locations of new facilities are known and internal GA determines the best allocation of demand cells with P+K centers. Objective function for external genetic algorithm is defined by Eq. (10). Eq. (11) and (12) In Eq. (10), h t,q is the demand at cell t,q . r t and c q indicate the location of demand cell t,q . a j is the capacity of facility j. g i is the value of each gene of chromosome of external GA, which indicates the facility center i. g i can take a number from 1 to P+K. f g is the location of facility g i . Constant c in Eq. (11) and (12) is the number of columns cell. E 1 and E 2 are constants. Objective function consists of two parts. The first part calculates the sum of weighted Euclidean distances between demand cells and facility centers. The second part of Eq. (10) controls the amount of demands that is referred to each facility center. If the sum of the referred demands to one center is not close to capacity of that facility center, the value of OF is increased. Therefore, this part controls the capacities. To join these two parts, we used E 1 and E 2 as weighing parameters.
External GA
External GA is the one that is applied to choose the best P location for facilities among the M potential facility places. Each set of coordination setting is packed into a chromosome. Each chromosome consists of 2P realcoded genes, including the number of rows and column of cells, which contains the selected facility locations among the potential facility places (Fig. 3) . Fig. 3 . The structure of a chromosome for external GA
The value of objective function for external genetic algorithm is the calculated value of Eq. (10), which is the optimum value of internal GA.
The integration of two GAs
In the proposed method, we used external GA to solve the location problem and internal GA to challenge allocation issue. Since location and allocation are not two separate problems, we must solve the two problems simultaneously. Therefore, we combined the two GA in one algorithm in such a manner that output of one is used as input to another. In each iteration the output of external algorithm, which is the location of new facilities, is combined with existing information; the location of existing facilities, and then is used as input parameters to internal algorithm and output of internal GA is used to evaluate the effectiveness of facility locations which are selected by external algorithm. This process continues to estimate the best location with the best allocation of demand cells by existing and new facility centers.
Case Study
To assess the efficiency of the proposed method, a sample problem is designed and its results are compared with traditional method. We assumed the test set includes 100 cells as demand sections with different rate of demands in each section. Two existing facility centers and also 10 potential facility places were also considered. Characteristics of cells and potential facilities are given in Table 1 and  Table 2 . Table 1 . The characteristics of 100 sampled regions Finally, the aim is to select the best locations for two new facility centers in such a manner that the sum of weighed distances between these 4 facilities (2 existing and 2 new selected) and 100 weighed demands is minimized. The capacity of each facility is assumed as Eq. (14) in which, the h i is the demand of customer i.
First, we applied traditional method which solves the problem in two independent steps for the existing and new facilities. At first step, the solution allocates the demands to existing facilities considering the capacity of each facility. As shown in Fig. 4 -a, there would remain some demands, which were not allocated to any existing centers due to the capacity limitation of existing facility centers. Take notice that, in the figure red and green circles indicate existing. Each small square indicates a demand region that is allocated to the same colored facility center. In the second step, the location of new facilities should be determined according to the remaining regions which had got more demands (black and blue regions in Fig. 4-b) . White squares indicate the demands that have inappropriate services from any facility centers so they have to get the services from distant centers. According to remaining capacity of new centers the result is as shown in Fig. 4 -c. Now we want to solve the same problem by our proposed solution. For this problem we considered the maximum generation for a run of the internal GA 1000 and for external GA 200. The initial populations for both internal and external GAs were assumed 50. The result of simulation is depicted in Fig. 5 . At the end, by comparing these two figures, it is clear that, allocation for existing facilities, red and green The numerical comparison of two methods is given in table 3. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the capacitated multi-source Weber problem is studied. We consider an extended facility location problem that involves the decision of facility locations and service allocations simultaneously. A case study was implemented to show that the proposed method is feasible for solving capacitated multi-source Weber problem. In this problem, we considered that some service centers exist and new centers should be located to reach the best allocation of demands by all existing and new centers. The method is appropriate for solving the problems in which we can change the existing allocation to obtain new needful sub regions to establish centers. In our proposed method, location and allocation problems are solved by two genetic algorithms. These two algorithms are applied as internal and external loops.
